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How do I get data 
into OnTask?



OnTask can (sometimes) get data from… 
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but learning happens in 
many places and spaces!4
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traditionally EdTech has focused upon 
learning in the confines of systems it 

builds… 
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as the sector increasingly seeks to deliver a personal learning experience 
we will need to get smarter about data collection and learning analytics
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a vision 
of the 
future… 
that has 
existed 
for a 
long 
time
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a vision 
of the 
future… 
that has 
existed 
for a 
long 
time
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lifelong personalized learning!
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Problem 1: data interoperability
new data standards have emerged that provide best practice 
approaches for unifying data from multiple places and spaces

https://www.apereo.org/communities/learning-analytics-initiative/learning-analytics-webinar-state-xapi-and-imsglobal

but they are incomplete, and most vendors only partially implement them…



Problem 2: tight couplings between systems

11 https://edutechnica.com/2015/06/09/flipping-the-model-the-campus-api/

OR

what types of architectures should we be designing for university systems?



Problem 3: LA is not a well defined field!

§ a wide array of data inputs are used across the sector
§ non-standard data formats
§ new algorithms become available all the time
§ new tools emerge which use different data structures
§ we often need to send data to a tool that is “just a little bit different”

How can we create and maintain flexible but robust data interfaces that 
enable rapid development and expansion of LA capabilities?  
(Is an API flexible enough?)
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graphQL offers a solution!

GraphQL is a query language that enables an abstraction of server-side 
API calls under a single neat wrapper, instead of to multiple 
endpoints…
§ flexible - different applications can access to student data as required
§ strongly typed - clearly defines how the client can access the data, so 

acts as an intermediate layer between back end complex 
infrastructure and front end user interfaces

§ extensible – enables ongoing addition of LA services as necessary
§ efficient data retrieval - student facing LA applications and 

dashboards need to be mobile
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the LA-API – flexible and extensible ETL for 
learning analytics integrations
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built by a very small team!
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Example: Masters of Data Science and Innovation 
(a diverse cohort – could OnTask give course wide personalised advice?)

§ vibrant slack community across cohorts
§ wordpress used for some assessments

§ 36103: Statistical Thinking for Data Science
§ Canvas (quizzes, discussions, other activity)
§ trello, GitHub, slack, google…
§ lots of flipped work using DataCamp
§ some assessments submitted using wordpress
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big problems with understanding 
assessable unassessed  participation in 
subjects using Canvas…
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ETL: Canvas data to users 
(via OnTask and Dashboards)
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how does the LA-API work?

§ Canvas → LRS
§

§

§

§
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how does the LA-API work?

§

§ LRS → NoSQL database 
(mongo)

§

§

§
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how does the LA-API work?

§

§

§ GraphQL interface controls 
access to the DB

§

§
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how does the LA-API work?

§

§

§

§ DB → dashboards
§
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how does the LA-API work?

§

§

§

§

§ DB → OnTask
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creating workflows from the LA-API…
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a few things to note about this approach

§ we have defined vocabulary via xAPI (so what appears in 
OnTask is not arbitrary, and has a standard structure)

§ data model currently includes:
§ quizzes  (MC questions)
§ notes (discussion fora and social media)

§ context in xAPI statements can be extended with more info 
e.g. learning designs

§ we can still extend the workflow with other data… so it is 
flexible as well as defaulting to a standard format
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but wait - there’s more!
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the connected learning analytics toolkit
Learning 

Record Store

analysisxAPIscraping

learning analytics

admin & developersacademicsstudents

social media

Kitto, K., Cross, S., Waters, Z., Lupton, M. (2015). Learning Analytics beyond the LMS: the Connected Learning Analytics Toolkit. In 
Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK15). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 11-15. 



CLA toolkit V2
§ no dashboards reports!
§ it just collects data and sends it 

to the LRS
§ maintains modularity! 
§ trello, slack, twitter, GitHub 

integrations
§ a second suite of tools are used 

to deliver LA, dashboards, and 
other tools (e.g. piping data to 
OnTask)
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so ensuring data interoperability at the 
point of data capture means that you get 
far more functionality, far more easily, at 
the end…
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looking inside at 
the nuts and bolts

31
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xAPI data flow
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BUT: just because its xAPI doesn’t mean 
that statements are interoperable!



a simplest possible legal xAPI statement
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statement 
properties
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https://github.com/adlnet/xA
PI-Spec/blob/master/xAPI-

Data.md#statement-
properties



an  example xAPI
statement

(but its still very simple!)
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https://github.com/adlnet/xAPI-
Spec/blob/master/xAPI-

Data.md#Appendix2A



a more realistic 
example xAPI
statement

(but its still very simple!)
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a more realistic 
example xAPI
statement

(but its still very simple!)
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a more realistic 
example xAPI
statement

(but its still very simple!)
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a more realistic 
example xAPI
statement

(but its still very simple!)
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AWS lambda services run many of the 
services in the LA-API

§ runs code without provisioning or managing servers
§ executes code only when needed and scales automatically
§ minimises costs and puts burden of maintenance on AWS

41 https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/welcome.html



Using GraphQL
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the front end

§ designed to be robust and 
extensible

§ generated with Angular CLI 
version 7.0.0-rc.2

§ ngx-charts used for widgets 
(https://github.com/swimlane/ngx-charts)

§ once charts are added they  can 
be reused with new calls to the  
graphQL… 

43 http://la-api-dashboards.s3-website-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/demo

https://github.com/swimlane/ngx-charts


lessons learned so far

§ learning analytics must be designed from the end use back to 
the data capture

§ early attention to data interoperability makes the reporting 
much easier

§ common vocabulary standardises reporting and analytics… 
even for products that have been designed for flexibility

§ extensible and flexible querying makes it easy to reuse data 
pipelines and so brings large gains quickly (after early pain)
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design a learning activity
It can use a mix of:
§ Canvas data (discussions and quizzes implemented 

but other data could be integrated in future – give us 
priorities!)

§ Slack, Trello, Twitter, GitHub
§ other social media? (not implemented but could be…)

Questions for you to answer
1. what are students doing? is it one activity? a 

sequence?
2. what analytics do they see? and when?
3. what do they do after that? is it assessed? how?

45 Kitto, K., Lupton, M., Davis, K., & Waters, Z. (2017). Designing for student-facing 
learning analytics. Australasian Journal of Educational Technology, 33(5), 152-168.



our development priorities for 2019
1. LTI integration of dashboards into Canvas
2. Canvas has now implemented IMS Caliper which will make it easier 

to pull large amounts of data into the DB and then access through 
the graph

3. Employability datasets
4. Institutional datasets (SIS etc.) through a second API layer
5. Integration with ACA Writer to support student writing
6. Interactive tools connected via LTI to Canvas - work towards 

interoperable integrations via standard xAPI Profiles
7. Personal data stores
8. Others? What should we focus on?
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Thanks!

utscic.edu.au



go play… 

§ http://la-api-dashboards.s3-website-ap-southeast-
2.amazonaws.com/demo

§ http://la-api-dashboards.s3-website-ap-southeast-
2.amazonaws.com/canvas

§ http://canvasdashboard.utscic.edu.au/social (fake data)

What would you like to see there?
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